
dust substances have been identified in this way in the laboratory, including graphite and diamonds. (Don’t
get excited; these diamonds are only a billionth of a meter in size and would hardly make an impressive
engagement ring!)

The most widely accepted model pictures the grains with rocky cores that are either like soot (rich in carbon) or
like sand (rich in silicates). In the dark clouds where molecules can form, these cores are covered by icy mantles
(Figure 20.16). The most common ices in the grains are water (H2O), methane (CH4), and ammonia (NH3)—all
built out of atoms that are especially abundant in the realm of the stars. The ice mantles, in turn, are sites for
some of the chemical reactions that produce complex organic molecules.

Figure 20.16 Model of an Interstellar Dust Grain. A typical interstellar grain is thought to consist of a core of rocky material (silicates) or
graphite, surrounded by a mantle of ices. Typical grain sizes are 10–8 to 10–7 meters. (This is from 1/100 to 1/10 of a micron; by contrast, human
hair is about 10–200 microns wide.)

Typical individual grains must be just slightly smaller than the wavelength of visible light. If the grains were a
lot smaller, they would not block the light efficiently, as Figure 20.13 and other images in this chapter show that
it does.

On the other hand, if the dust grains were much larger than the wavelength of light, then starlight would not
be reddened. Things that are much larger than the wavelength of light would block both blue and red light with
equal efficiency. In this way we can deduce that a characteristic interstellar dust grain contains 106 to 109 atoms
and has a diameter of 10–8 to 10–7 meters (10 to 100 nanometers). This is actually more like the specks of solid
matter in cigarette smoke than the larger grains of dust you might find under your desk when you are too busy
studying astronomy to clean properly.

20.4 COSMIC RAYS

Learning Objectives

By the end of this section, you will be able to:

Define cosmic rays and describe their composition
Explain why it is hard to study the origin of cosmic rays, and the current leading hypotheses about where
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they might come from

In addition to gas and dust, a third class of particles, noteworthy for the high speeds with which they travel, is
found in interstellar space. Cosmic rays were discovered in 1911 by an Austrian physicist, Victor Hess, who flew
simple instruments aboard balloons and showed that high-speed particles arrive at Earth from space (Figure
20.17). The term “cosmic ray” is misleading, implying it might be like a ray of light, but we are stuck with the
name. They are definitely particles and have nearly the same composition as ordinary interstellar gas. Their
behavior, however, is radically different from the gas we have discussed so far.

Figure 20.17 Victor Hess (1883–1964). Cosmic-ray pioneer Victor Hess returns from a 1912 balloon flight that reached an altitude of 5.3
kilometers. It was on such balloon flights that Hess discovered cosmic rays.

The Nature of Cosmic Rays
Cosmic rays are mostly high-speed atomic nuclei and electrons. Speeds equal to 90% of the speed of light are
typical. Almost 90% of the cosmic rays are hydrogen nuclei (protons) stripped of their accompanying electron.
Helium and heavier nuclei constitute about 9% more. About 1% of cosmic rays have masses equal to the mass
of the electron, and 10–20% of these carry positive charge rather than the negative charge that characterizes
electrons. A positively charged particle with the mass of an electron is called a positron and is a form of
antimatter (we discussed antimatter in The Sun: A Nuclear Powerhouse).

The abundances of various atomic nuclei in cosmic rays mirror the abundances in stars and interstellar gas,
with one important exception. The light elements lithium, beryllium, and boron are far more abundant in
cosmic rays than in the Sun and stars. These light elements are formed when high-speed, cosmic-ray nuclei
of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen collide with protons in interstellar space and break apart. (By the way, if you,
like most readers, have not memorized all the elements and want to see how any of those we mention fit into
the sequence of elements, you will find them all listed in Appendix K in order of the number of protons they
contain.)

Cosmic rays reach Earth in substantial numbers, and we can determine their properties either by capturing
them directly or by observing the reactions that occur when they collide with atoms in our atmosphere. The
total energy deposited by cosmic rays in Earth’s atmosphere is only about one-billionth the energy received
from the Sun, but it is comparable to the energy received in the form of starlight. Some of the cosmic rays come
to Earth from the surface of the Sun, but most come from outside the solar system.
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Where Do They Come From?
There is a serious problem in identifying the source of cosmic rays. Since light travels in straight lines, we can
tell where it comes from simply by looking. Cosmic rays are charged particles, and their direction of motion can
be changed by magnetic fields. The paths of cosmic rays are curved both by magnetic fields in interstellar space
and by Earth’s own field. Calculations show that low-energy cosmic rays may spiral many times around Earth
before entering the atmosphere where we can detect them. If an airplane circles an airport many times before
landing, it is difficult for an observer to determine the direction from which it originated. So, too, after a cosmic
ray circles Earth several times, it is impossible to know where its journey began.

There are a few clues, however, about where cosmic rays might be generated. We know, for example, that
magnetic fields in interstellar space are strong enough to keep all but the most energetic cosmic rays from
escaping the Galaxy. It therefore seems likely that they are produced somewhere inside the Galaxy. The only
likely exceptions are those with the very highest energy. Such cosmic rays move so rapidly that they are not
significantly influenced by interstellar magnetic fields, and thus, they could escape our Galaxy. By analogy, they
could escape other galaxies as well, so some of the highest-energy cosmic rays that we detect may have been
created in some distant galaxy. Still, most cosmic rays must have their source inside the Milky Way Galaxy.

We can also estimate how far typical cosmic rays travel before striking Earth. The light elements lithium,
beryllium, and boron hold the key. Since these elements are formed when carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen strike
interstellar protons, we can calculate how long, on average, cosmic rays must travel through space in order
to experience enough collisions to account for the amount of lithium and the other light elements that they
contain. It turns out that the required distance is about 30 times around the Galaxy. At speeds near the speed
of light, it takes perhaps 3–10 million years for the average cosmic ray to travel this distance. This is only a small
fraction of the age of the Galaxy or the universe, so cosmic rays must have been created fairly recently on a
cosmic timescale.

The best candidates for a source of cosmic rays are the supernova explosions, which mark the violent deaths of
some stars (and which we will discuss in The Death of Stars). The material ejected by the explosion produces
a shock wave, which travels through the interstellar medium. Charged particles can become trapped, bouncing
back and forth across the front of the shock wave many times. With each pass through the shock, the magnetic
fields inside it accelerate the particles more and more. Eventually, they are traveling at close to the speed of
light and can escape from the shock to become cosmic rays. Some collapsed stars (including star remnants left
over from supernova explosions) may, under the right circumstances, also serve as accelerators of particles.
In any case, we again find that the raw material of the Galaxy is enriched by the life cycle of stars. In the next
section, we will look at this enrichment process in more detail.

L I N K  T O  L E A R N I N G

You can watch a brief video about the Calorimetric Electron Telescope (CALET)
(https://openstax.org/l/30CALETvid) mission, a cosmic ray detector at the International Space Station.
The link takes you to NASA Johnson’s “Space Station Live: Cosmic Ray Detector for ISS.”
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